FO'C’SLE DECK SCIENTIFIC BERTHING
Eighteen (18) scientists in double staterooms

One (1) scientist in a double stateroom shared with marine technician

FD-01
Tel: 301
Upper
ID number: 24 Lifeboat: port #2

Lower
ID number: 22 Lifeboat: starboard #1

FD-09
Tel: 309
Upper
ID number: 41 Lifeboat: starboard #3

Lower
ID number: 42 Lifeboat: port #4

FD-11
Tel: 311
Upper
ID number: 39 Lifeboat: starboard #1

Lower
ID number: 40 Lifeboat: port #2

FD-12
Tel: 312
Upper
ID number: 33 Lifeboat: starboard #3

Lower
ID number: 34 Lifeboat: port #4

FD-13
Tel: 313
Upper
ID number: 37 Lifeboat: starboard #3

Lower
ID number: 38 Lifeboat: port #4

FD-14
Tel: 314
Upper
ID number: 35 Lifeboat: starboard #1

Lower
ID number: 36 Lifeboat: port #2

FD-16
Tel: 316
Upper
ID number: 25 Lifeboat: starboard #3

Lower
ID number: 26 Lifeboat: port #4

FD-17
Tel: 317
Upper
ID number: 27 Lifeboat: starboard #1

Lower
ID number: 28 Lifeboat: port #2

FD-18
Tel: 318
Upper
ID number: 29 Lifeboat: starboard #3

Lower
ID number: 30 Lifeboat: port #4

FD-19
Tel: 319
Upper
Fill only if all other bunks are full
ID number: 31 Lifeboat: starboard #1

Lower
Instrumentation Technician
ID number: 32 Lifeboat: port #2
MAIN DECK SCIENTIFIC BERTHING
Four (4) scientists in spacious quattro stateroom

MD-01
Tel: 402
Foward Upper
ID number: 43 Lifeboat: starboard #3
Foward Lower
ID number: 44 Lifeboat: port #4
Aft Upper
ID number: 45 Lifeboat: starboard #1
Aft Lower
ID number: 46 Lifeboat: port #2

MAIN DECK

01 DECK SCIENTIFIC BERTHING
One (1) scientist in a double stateroom
shared with marine technician

01-10 Upper
Tel: 210
Fill only if all other bunks are full
ID number: 23 Lifeboat: starboard #1
ResTech
ID number: 21 Lifeboat: starboard #1

01 DECK